PROPOSAL
ALUMINIZATION

BLUESTONE , INC.
P.O. Box 304
NEW BOSTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03070
603-486-5419
bsprs.com

Mr. Dan Noury
PROPOSAL SUBMITTED TO

PHONE

DATE

Noury Supply

603-668-8667

July 5, 2013

STREET

JOB NAME

8001 S. Willow St.
CITY, STATE and ZIP CODE

JOB LOCATION

Manchester, NH
ARCHITECT

ALUMINIZING ENTIRE ROOF WITH BLUESTONE SUPER DUTY
ALUMINUM PAINT

03103

8001 S. Willow St. Manchester, NH

DATE OF PLANS

JOB PHONE

We hereby submit specifications and estimates for:

25,960 SQ. FT. OF ALUMINIZATION WITH BLUESTONE SUPER DUTY ALUMINUM PAINT
The small addition with the concrete deck that has been leaking will be reroofed.
All roofs will be cleaned with a 4,000 PSI pressure washer to insure a clean
bonding surface.
The roof will then be closely inspected for minor damage and repaired with
original sheets of 160 mil BLUESTONE COPA 4 membrane and sealed where needed with
BLUESTONE SUPERFLEX CAULK and SUPERFLEX COATING to insure a watertight roofing
system.
The thin EPDM rubber roof membrane will be resealed where the seams are failing
prior to painting. The failed seams are numerous.(See attached video)
Once the roof is cleaned and water tight, it will be painted with one coat of
BLUESTONE SUPER DUTY ALUMINUM PAINT at a rate of 300 to 400 sq. ft. per gallon.
TOTAL for only 55¢ per sq. ft. -----------------------------------------= $14,278.00
OPTION with spot washing entire roof for only 45¢ per sq. ft.-----------= $11,682.00
Extra roof repairs will be $45.00 per man hour plus materials
NONE EXPECTED

We Propose

hereby to furnish material and labor - complete in accordance with above specifications, for the sum of:

FOURTEEN THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED SEVENTY EIGHT AND 00/100
Payment to be made as follows:

50% down with balance due upon completion____________________________________________
ll material is guaranteed to be as specified. All work to be completed in a workmanlike manner according to standard practices. Any alteration or deviation from above specifications involving extra costs
will be executed only upon written orders, and will become an extra charge over and above the estimate. All agreements contingent upon strikes, accidents or delays beyond our control. Owner to carry fire,
tornado and other necessary insurance. Our workers are fully covered by Workman’s Compensation Insurance.

Authorized Signature ____________________________________ Note: This proposal may be withdrawn by us if not accepted within _30___________ days

Acceptance

-

The above prices, specifications and conditions are satisfactory and are hereby accepted. You are authorized to do the work as specified. Payment will be made as outlined above.

Signature:

Date of Acceptance

Signature:

Date of Acceptance_______________________________________________________________________________________
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How Roof Coatings Affect Fire Ratings
Mar 1, 2006
By: W.J. "Skip" Leonard, RRO, CDT, Director of Technical Service,
Henry Company
Roofing/Siding/Insulation (RSI)
The increasing use of roof coating restoration systems, reflective
coatings for roof maintenance, and meeting mandated roof reflectivity
requirements have brought into play the need for clarification as to fire
ratings when these coatings are applied to new and existing systems.
Reflective roof coatings and maintenance systems are proven to reduce
thermal shock, membrane fatigue, heating or cooling loads and extend
roof service life that alone can lower building energy and maintenance
costs. Roof restoration systems provide environmentally friendly
solutions to many owners and design professionals that are safe and can
be cold (ambient) applied.
Some typical questions are: "By adding a reflective or roof restoration
coating, how will that affect the fire rating of the roof system?" or "Can
any water-based, fire-rated coating be applied over a UL classified roof
system or FM Global roof system and maintain the existing ratings?"
The answers are: "It depends."
UL takes the position that UL classified roof systems must pass UL 790
Standard Tests of Roof Coverings as a part of an overall test program
that exposes roof coverings to simulated fire sources originating from the
outside on which the coverings are installed. This includes combustible
or non-combustible decks and various slopes.
FM Approvals takes a similar position by requiring internal and external
fire evaluations. The external evaluation is accomplished via a fire test
conforming to ASTM E108 Standard Test Methods for Fire Tests of
Roof Coverings to ensure that the coating does not compromise the
external fire performance of the roof assembly.
The ICC building code actually requires coatings to be fire rated through
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their reference to UL Class "A, B or C" requirement; but again, as part
of a roof system that includes the fire rated or maintenance coating.
Roof coating manufacturers can test their coatings for fire contribution at
both UL and FM Approvals on the specific roof systems coated. In many
cases, on installed roof systems where the maintenance or reflective
coatings are being added, this means that there can be no increased
spread of flame or fuel contribution beyond the original roof system fire
test classification.
However, if a maintenance or reflective coated Class A roof system has
achieved only a Class B rating by testing, it could be approved as a Class
B assembly by UL or FM and be acceptable to a design professional or a
code body. It should be emphasized that it is the roof system that receives
the fire rating, not individual components.
What this means to roofing contractors, owners or designers is the need
to check with UL, FM Global (through their field engineers) and the
applicable building code or the roof coatings manufacturer for
confirmation that the coating has passed the required testing to gain or
maintain the specific fire rating or regulatory compliance on the
proposed or installed roof system.
Although published UL or FM Approvals requirements can seem
onerous, it should be remembered that interpretation of the data by local
building officials and FM Global field engineers makes defining
assemblies a much more practical matter. It is always advisable to
contact them for the proper approval of a fire rated roof system with a
maintenance or reflective coating.
FM Approved roof products and assemblies can be found at
RoofNav.com/ or www.FMGlobal.com/.
UL maintains a free, on-line database by manufacturer at www.ul.com/
or call 877 854-3577.
RCMA, in cooperation with major roof membrane manufacturers and
NRCA, continue to combine their efforts toward quality and energy
efficient fire rated or maintenance roof coatings.
The RCMA Web site (www.roofcoatings.org/) has technical data sheets,
lists of publications and the contact information for all manufacturing
and supplier member companies, including direct hyperlinks to the
member companies respective Web sites.
The Roof Coatings Manufacturers Association is the trade association of
manufacturers of cold-applied roof coatings, cements and waterproofing
agents, as well as suppliers of products, services and equipment. For
additional information, contact RCMA at: 202-207-0919.
About the Author
W.J. "Skip" Leonard, RRO, CDT, Director of Technical Service, Henry
Company
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